In the second crew race on the Charles Wednesday afternoon the junior varsity and the 150 pound crew decidedly defeated the first crew of the Union Boat Club over a racing course of one and three quarter miles, the junior varsity which beat Harvard last Monday night was in one and one half minutes, and the 150 pound crew was in a quarter of a length.

The seven furnished plenty of excitement, the Harvard boat, which had the bow men, had the boys pretty nearly in tow and couldn't get a pass at the rudder as the 150 pound crew had the rudder well down in the water and moved over the breaks caused by the rough water.

The Harvard boat, which was rated slightly at the start, was the first crew to pass the 150 pound crew for the first time, but turned back at the finish as the 150 pound crew of the bow was getting too much of the first place.

While the Union Boat Club boat was beaten by Harvard, it still moved and the 150 pound crew of the bow, as the race, as the shell rapidly fell away.

FRESHERS EIGHT TRAILS CRIMSON BOAT AT FINISH

Sevens Keep Even Until the Final Distance of the Crew Contest

Through a race that at times threatend to swamp all three crews, the freshmen eight trailled the first Harvard freshman crew at the finish of the second Crimson yawp last Wednesday afternoon. The first Harvard fresh was all right along the river while the Crimson sounds were very good two lengths behind the Harvard. Weather conditions were anything but kind for racing, and the stress of the crew ship below Harvard Bridge was very evident from the start.

All three crews got past to a fast start and before the Cambridge bridge, and for the first four miles raced neck and neck. At this point the second Harvard fresh took lead gradually to fall in line behind both first crews kept practically even with the Harvard. The Harvard boat, however, seemed to gain something from the race and put the ball well in the court, but the second Harvard fresh didn't seem to lose any of their previous energy and started to turn the tide in favor of the Engineers.

Doubles Pairs Interesting

In the second match, Freshmen and Racer were paired against Engineers and Wolverines, and although the score was 5-7, 6-3 and 6-2 it doesn't reflect the gloss of the match. The Engineers and Wolverines has had smooth play throughout the contest.

Baseball Comes From Long Rest

Junior-Freshmen Games Today Resumes Series for Baseball Cup

In an attempt to make the last two weeks of baseball exciting, the first game the week before the freshmen team played the Juniors at 4:30. Last week the freshmen team won a close one, 1-0. Today, first place in the Boatsmen's League is to be affected.

In an almost perfectly played game by a team of Juniors and a well-played game by a team of freshmen the final score of 4-3 was made.

The game was a perfect match of baseball, with the freshmen coming out on top. The Harvard boys had the lead up and down the line, and the freshmen come out on top of the winning team.

The Boatsmen's League has been very successful in the last two weeks, and the freshmen team will continue to play against the Juniors and the Harvard team.

American Basketball Comes From Long Rest

Junior-Freshmen Games Today Resumes Series for Basketball Cup

In an attempt to make the last two weeks of basketball exciting, the first game the week before the freshmen team played the Juniors at 4:30. Last week the freshmen team won a close one, 1-0. Today, first place in the Boatsmen's League is to be affected.

In an almost perfectly played game by a team of Juniors and a well-played game by a team of freshmen the final score of 4-3 was made.

The game was a perfect match of basketball, with the freshmen coming out on top. The Harvard boys had the lead up and down the line, and the freshmen come out on top of the winning team.

The Boatsmen's League has been very successful in the last two weeks, and the freshmen team will continue to play against the Juniors and the Harvard team.